Despite the astonishing increases in processor performance over the last 40 years, delivered application performance remains a critical issue for many important problems. Compilers play a critical role in determining that performance. A modern optimizing compiler contains many transformations that attempt to increase application performance. However, the best combination of transformations is an application-specific issue. Recent systems such as FFTW and ATLAS have demonstrated how code that adapts its behavior to target machine parameters can deliver better performance than code that adopts a single strategy for all machines. Unfortunately, developing these systems required significant amounts of time by experts. Adaptive compilation (systems where the compiler chooses an appropriate set of optimizations and parameters for each application) offer the promise of custom performance similar to FFTW or ATLAS without requiring the time investment of experts.
Introduction
Computer performance has increased by an astonishing amount over the last 40 years. Despite these gains, some applications require cutting-edge performance from today's fastest machines, while others cannot yet be run in reasonable amounts of time. For example, complex scientific codes dealing with the weather, earthquakes, and nuclear physics push the bounds of computing power and will continue to do so for years to come. These applications need powerful, effective compilers to maximize their performance on modern processors.
Efficiently compiling a program into a high-quality executable is a difficult task. Many of the problems that the compiler must solve have optimal solutions that are NP-complete. During optimization, a compiler makes many decisions that affect the performance of the resulting code. The best choices may depend on many factors including the specific target machine, the source program, and the input data. The best sequence of decisions cannot usually be deduced during a single compile; in the worst case, they may not be known until all possible sequences are tried. Because this type of exhaustive exploration is impractical, compilers typically use a single preset sequence. Typically, they use heuristics or simple estimators to determine reasonable parameters for transformations that require them.
A new generation of adaptive compilers is under development, i.e. compilers that change their behavior in response to the target machine, the source program, and (perhaps) the input data (Cooper et al., 1999 , Cooper et al., 2001 , Kulkarni et al., 2003 . Our current prototype systems explore the space of decisions experimentally; they compile the program and evaluate its performance using either execution or estimation. Using a process of feedback-driven iterative refinement, they discover an effective set of options for that combination of input program, target machine, and input data-options that achieve a high level of performance. These adaptive compilers offer the promise of custom application tuning delivered by automatic processes, producing hand-tuned performance by spending more time in compilation.
In this paper we focus on a specific experiment in adaptive control of compilation: finding good loop blocking sizes for the MIPS R10000 processor. The experiment harnesses the MIPSpro compiler into an adaptive system. The adaptive control chooses blocking sizes; it uses command-line parameters to the MIPSpro compiler to enforce those choices. With feedback-driven iterative refinement, the adaptive system finds the best blocking factor for a particular input code and a particular problem size. To evaluate the effectiveness of the adaptive system, we compare its performance on the benchmark program DGEMM against the performance of the equivalent routine in the ATLAS system. The ATLAS version chooses a blocksize dynamically as a function of input problem size; it was produced by a team of experts in tuning linear-algebra codes. The feedback-driven system is able to produce results close to those obtained by ATLAS, without the investment of time by domain-specific experts.
Two critical factors led us to choose the MIPS R10000 and its compiler. First, the MIPSpro compiler produces, in general, high-quality code for the R10000. Other compilers that we tried could not come close to the performance of the compiled and distributed ATLAS library codes-a necessity for fair comparisons against ATLAS. Secondly, the MIPSpro compiler provides command-line flags that allow the user to control blocking sizes; again, this capability is critical to our experiment. The combination of a strong base compiler and command-line flags that let the adaptive system control blocking makes the MIPSpro compiler a good choice for this study. We used this setup to examine the impact of user-level options on the effectiveness of the MIPSpro compiler. We evaluated performance using linear algebra kernels and compared the results against kernels optimized using the ATLAS system.
Our experiments show that the baseline MIPSpro compiler does a good job competing with the ATLAS system for smaller data sets. As array sizes grow, the effectiveness of the standard compiler's loop blocking deteriorates. Adaptive choice of blocking sizes with the MIPSpro compiler produces results that are close to those of ATLAS even for larger data sets. These results are achieved through the variation of a single option to the compiler: blocking size. 1 Our adaptive technique rapidly finds a good blocking size while only exploring a small subset of the set of all reasonable values.
The direct result of our experiment is to demonstrate an algorithm that can automatically discover appropriate blocking sizes for linear algebra kernels. However, our goal for adaptive compilation is more ambitious: to obtain similar results on a wide variety of input programs. Our experiment also shines light, indirectly, on a significant compiler-design issue that will limit the ability of adaptive systems to control compiler behavior. Current compilers provide the user (in our case, the feedback-control system) with a limited set of options to change the compiler's behavior. These command-line flags and parameters provide the mechanism whereby an external adaptive control system can change the compiler's behavior. Unfortunately, these controls are rarely well designed for such a purpose. As part of this research, we discovered shortcomings in the MIPSpro compiler's mechanism for controlling blocking size; the shortcomings suggest some general principles for the design of user-accessible controls.
In this paper we describe both the blocksize experiments on the MIPS machine and our conclusions. In Section 3 we explore the potential of varying optimization decisions using a single target code. The data we gathered drove development of an adaptive technique discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, we hypothesize about how compiler design must change to generalize the experiment of the previous sections, and in Section 6 we discuss potential future work. To begin, we will discuss the related work in the area to ground our research.
Related Work
A beginning motivation for our work is the ATLAS system (Whaley et al., 2001 , as well as FFTW, which is similar (Frigo, 1998) ). ATLAS tries to achieve hand-coded performance for linear algebra kernels on different processors without a programmer having to modify the code for each processor. Each kernel is modified and parametrized once for all processors by a programmer. Then, when the system is installed on a particular machine, experiments are run to determine the proper parameters for the kernel. The performance of the ATLAS kernels may sometimes fall short of hand-optimized versions that take advantage of special features on a specific processor. However, ATLAS will often outperform hand-coded kernels since they are rarely written for each possible processor configuration.
Hand-coded programs achieve excellent performance at the expense of a large amount of human time to optimize the program. ATLAS trades off some of this human time for processor time and still delivers high-quality executables. Our approach attempts to take this trade-off a step further. ATLAS still requires a developer to examine and optimize each kernel included in the system. Our system uses adaptive compilation to replace both the processor-independent hand tuning and the processordependent automatic tuning done in ATLAS. The ATLASoptimized kernels provide a good comparison point for our work and help us to determine if we can use additional processor time to replace hand tuning without significantly harming performance. Yotov et al. (2003) modify the ATLAS system to determine proper parameters using a model-driven approach instead of running experiments. This substantially reduces the CPU time necessary to install ATLAS on a target architecture and provided comparable performance on two of the three machines tested. It does not decrease the amount of hand-tuning required for each kernel. Knijnenburg et al. (2002) investigate automatic choice of blocking sizes. They examine the interaction of blocking size and unrolling factor to find an ideal combination, using an adaptive compilation scheme. Their work uses source-to-source transformations as opposed to adjusting compiler parameters. We expand upon their work by examining how iteratively determining blocking size compares with the ATLAS system and the default algorithms in the MIPSpro compiler, and by placing it in the context of general adaptive compilation. In our experiments, adaptive selection of unrolling factors in conjunction with blocking size never improved upon the results achieved by letting MIPSpro select the unrolling factor automatically.
Profile-driven optimization also executes code on sample input to gather information and improve performance. However, it uses this knowledge in a very different way than do our adaptive compilers. Profiling instruments code and then executes it in order to provide a more detailed picture of how control flows through the program (Chang et al., 1991; Ball and Larus, 1992) . This information is then used to provide more accurate analysis to the optimizer. In contrast, adaptive compilation uses the results of execution as feedback for choosing parameters and optimizations in subsequent compilations. Profiling usually executes only a single version of the program to provide information for optimization, while adaptive compilation repeatedly optimizes and executes code to iteratively enhance performance. Profiling uses the results of execution to identify control-flow patterns in the executing code. Adaptive compilation uses the results of execution to measure the effectiveness of particular optimization strategies and parameters.
Adjusting Blocking Size
Proving adaptive compilation profitable for the MIPSpro compiler requires demonstrating that adaptively chosen compiler parameters can yield better executable performance than the standard compiler. We evaluated the compiler's adaptability by examining the performance impact of various options on kernels from the basic linear algebra subprograms (BLAS). Since these kernels are scientific programs we focused on parameters that affected highlevel loop transformations. Initial experimentation showed that several parameters impacted performance, but only one, blocking size, resulted in better performance than the default compiler when varied. Therefore, we further examined the effects of adjusting blocking size.
Blocking is a memory hierarchy optimization that reorders array accesses to improve temporal and spatial reuse (Abu-Sufah, 1979; Wolf and Lam, 1991) . Blocking can be targeted at any level of the memory hierarchy, but is most frequently targeted at reducing cache misses. This reduction of cache misses allows blocking to vastly reduce the running time of scientific codes. The MIPSpro compiler automatically performs blocking when the loop nest optimizer is invoked. The compiler allows the user to manually specify the blocking size, overriding its own choice.
To determine the potential benefits for adaptively determining blocking size we explored the effects of various block sizes on running time. We exhaustively examined the performance of the BLAS kernel DGEMM, a general matrix multiply routine, for different block sizes and varying array sizes. We first modified the DGEMM kernel by hand to eliminate a single conditional that resided within the multiplication loop nest. The conditional prevented multiplication of rows of the matrix by zero elements. The check was unnecessary for correctness and hurt performance on dense matrices by preventing the compiler from performing any high-level optimizations on the loop nest. Experimentation suggests that this conditional was also removed from the ATLAS DGEMM kernel.
The MIPSpro compiler was run using blocking sizes from 1 to 100 2 . We compared the results against the automatically-blocked code as well as a version of DGEMM tuned by the ATLAS system. All tests were executed on a 195 MHz MIPS R10000 with 256MB memory, a 32 KB L1 data cache, and a 1 MB unified L2 cache. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the running times of the different methods for various square array sizes. The results for the ATLAS system and the MIPSpro compiler using internally determined blocking are straight lines since they do not vary the blocking size. The results of compiling using the MIPSpro compiler and manually selecting a blocking size vary substantially. Poorly selecting a blocking size can cause substantially worse performance. In addition, as array size increases the range of good blocking sizes decreases and the penalty for selecting a bad blocking size is magnified.
The data from these figures also suggest that the performance of the MIPSpro compiler with tuned blocking size can remain close to the performance of the ATLAS system as array size increases, while performance of the standard MIPSpro compiler deteriorates. This trend is better shown in Figure 4 . The performance of the standard MIPSpro compiler diverges from the performance of ATLAS and the MIPSpro compiler with adaptively tuned blocking after the array size reaches 800 2 . This can also be clearly seen in Figure 5 , which shows the relative running times with respect to the ATLAS system. After the array size reaches 900 2 , compiling using the standard MIPSpro compiler blocking scheme results in more than twice the running time obtained using ATLAS. In contrast, tuning to find an ideal blocking size keeps results within 10-15% of ATLAS. The reason behind the poor performance of the standard MIPSpro scheme quickly becomes evident when examining Figures 6 and 7 . When DGEMM is compiled with the standard MIPSpro compiler, it incurs significantly more L1 cache misses than with either ATLAS or a tuned blocking size. The standard MIPSpro compiler uses a rectangular blocking scheme that grows as array size increases. When the array size becomes too large the block size becomes too large for the L1 cache, and there is a drastic increase in the number of cache misses. Cache misses, however, do not explain the performance difference between the MIWVPSpro compiler with tuned blocking and ATLAS. Tuned blocking has fewer L1 and L2 cache misses than ATLAS, but has worse performance. This difference is probably due to special tuning performed by ATLAS specific to the DGEMM kernel. We also examined the performance of DGEMM on non-square matrices. DGEMM multiplies an M by K matrix by a K by N matrix to yield an M by N matrix. In our previous experiments M, N, and K were always equal, but we also tried holding two of the three dimensions to a value of 1000 and varying the third dimension from 500 to 2000. The results of these additional experiments can be seen in Figures 8, 9 , and 10. There are some minor differences from the results of the square matrices; ATLAS performs worse than expected when the K dimension is larger. The general trend, however, remains the same. The DGEMM executables produced by the MIPSpro compiler are substantially slower than their ATLAS counterparts, while adaptively tuning the blocking size allows executable performance to remain close to ATLAS levels.
Determining Blocking Size
Demonstrating the promise of adaptive compilation requires showing increased program performance resulting from adaptively tuning parameters. The previous section shows that correctly setting the parameter for blocking size can lead to better running times for the DGEMM kernel. However, it does not discuss how the blocking size that produces these results can be determined. In this section we examine how to quickly determine the appropriate blocking size for a program.
Examining every potential blocking size, as done in the previous section, is rarely necessary to find the size that produces the best results. Instead, the space of potential blocking sizes can be explored intelligently. Examining only a few blocking sizes and using those results to choose future sizes to examine allows the best blocking size to be determined in a fraction of the time exhaustive searching would require.
Our approach begins by finding the result for a blocking size of 50. It then begins sampling higher and lower block sizes in increments of 10 as long as the results stay within 10% of the best results seen so far. After this stage is complete, the area around the best result found is examined in detail: the five block sizes larger than the best result, and the five block sizes smaller than the best result are all examined. Of these 11 block sizes, the one with the best running time is chosen.
When this algorithm was tested on the DGEMM benchmark, it always resulted in selecting the best possible blocking size. The amount of time required to determine the blocking size compared to an exhaustive approach can be seen in Figure 11 . A more aggressive approach could determine a good blocking size in even less time, trading less compile time for slightly more execution time. However, this is contrary to the adaptive compilation approach which believes in using additional compile time to improve executable performance.
Expending CPU time to determine the correct blocking size parameter may also not be necessary for each program compiled. Since the performance of blocking is based on the dimensions of the arrays and not the values contained within, the ideal blocking size needs to be determined only once for each set of dimensions. The first time a program is compiled with a specific set of dimensions the correct blocking size can be determined and stored in a table. Whenever subsequent programs are compiled with the same array dimensions, the blocking size parameter can be retrieved from the table.
Making Adaptive Compilation General
The results in the previous two sections demonstrate that automatic adaptation can produce results that are comparable with ATLAS. To produce these results, we coupled a commercial compiler with an adaptive control mechanism and let the controller choose appropriate blocksizes. This experiment had limited scope: choosing blocksizes for linear algebra kernels. Our eventual goal is to design and deploy systems that adaptively discover good parameters for many kinds of codes-making the benefits of ATLAS-like tuning available from an automatic system. To achieve this goal, however, will require design changes in both the subject compilers and the adaptive control systems.
SUBJECT COMPILER PARAMETERS
In our experiment, the controller improved program performance by tuning the behavior of the optimizer. The adaptive system can only control those aspects of optimization that the compiler exposes. Therefore, the effectiveness of this strategy depends directly on the parametrization of the compiler. For example, the research compiler that we have used in compilation order experiments lets the adaptive system reorder its optimization passes in, essentially, arbitrary ways (Cooper et al., 2001) . It also lets the adaptive system modify the exposed parameters to each of those passes. The MIP-Spro compiler used in these experiments allows the adaptive controller to enable or disable certain optimizations as well as specify parameters such as the blocking size or loop unrolling factor. Adjusting parameters other than blocking size had little positive impact on performance as long as the obvious optimization flags were enabled. The interface between the adaptive controller and the subject compiler is a critical design issue in the construction of an effective adaptive compiler.
To allow for effective adaptive control of the compilation process, the subject compiler must expose a variety of parameters that target distinct aspects of optimization and performance. The interface must allow the adaptive controller to transmit more complex information than a uniform blocksize, a flag to allow in-line substitution, or a directive to ignore potential parameter aliases to be successful on a wide variety of codes. Among the kinds of information that might pass between the controller and the subject compiler are notions of granularity, scope of optimization, and parameters to control the application of an optimization. The blocksize experiments with the MIP-Spro compiler were possible because the MIPSpro compiler allows command-line control of the blocking size rather than simply letting the user enable or disable blocking.
Discovering the appropriate parametrizations is one focus of our work on adaptive compilation. While we do not yet know the answers, we can identify some kinds of controls that should be explored. In blocking, for example, the adaptive system might specify different blocking sizes for individual arrays or individual loop nests. With in-line substitution, the adaptive system might specify specific call sites that should (or should not) be in-lined. With redundancy elimination, the adaptive system might specify threshold levels of register pressure that locally disable replacement. With instruction scheduling, the adaptive system might select priority heuristics and scheduling disciplines.
This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of command-line control of a single optimization. As our program of research on adaptive compilation progresses, we will learn more about the effectiveness of different parametrization schemes. These, in turn, will affect the way that we design and implement optimizations.
ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER EFFICIENCY
The algorithm described in Section 4 can find a good blocking size with relatively few tests. However, each test in our experiment required execution of the code on a representative input. The total cost of finding the correct blocking size is large relative to the time consumed by a single run of the code. In addition, as compiler parametrization increases both the potential benefit and the time required to find excellent solutions may increase. We could argue that the cost of the adaptive system should be amortized over many runs because the results can be applied to any input of a given size. However, the cost of evaluating a given adaptive setting must be improved before such techniques are practical enough for routine use.
We intend to investigate several approaches that offer the promise of reduced evaluation times.
Low-level Performance Models Using a combination of profile data and low-level data on individual blocks, the compiler can build reasonably accurate performance models for individual programs on specific machines (Mellor-Crummey et al., 2002) . If we can assume that the blockexecution frequencies do not change radically across evaluations by the adaptive controller, such models may allow rapid assessment of the changes in performance.
Learning Methods In the long term, we hope to develop learning methods that correlate source-language program characteristics with specific optimization strategies. If we can develop reasonably accurate techniques to predict good optimization strategies from properties of the source code, it could reduce the number of evaluations that the adaptive control requires to find a good final strategy.
Optimization Models Our work has relied on implicit, empirically-derived models of program and compiler behavior. Other researchers are developing explicit models by reasoning about the impact of specific optimizations and the interactions between them . The availability of accurate analytical models should allow advance prediction of good optimization strategies and a concommitant reduction in the number of evaluations used by the adaptive controller.
Future Work
In the previous section we described some of the work that we anticipate pursuing in our research program on adaptive compilation. We also intend to continue working with the MIPSpro compiler in an attempt to achieve performance even closer to the ATLAS optimized kernels. We expect that these experiments will also provide us with knowledge that will help to advance our more general goals for adaptive compilation.
The experiments in this paper are based on the DGEMM kernel of the BLAS library. This kernel was a good starting point since it is a linear algebra routine that uses dense matrices where blocking is important and results can be compared to the DGEMM kernel optimized by the ATLAS system. Obviously, manipulating the blocking size will have little effect on non-scientific codes, but it is worth examining how adaptively adjusting the blocking size would effect a wide variety of scientific codes. This would also allow us to see how ideal blocking sizes vary between benchmarks.
The MIPSpro compiler claims to allow manual blocking at two different levels. This allows the compiler to individually optimize blocking for both the first and second level caches. However, in experimenting with the compiler it was unable to manually block for a second level. Adaptively determining two levels of blocking is an important future experiment. It should result in better performance for the adaptive approach, but will also require more advanced search algorithms to deal with the significantly larger search space. These algorithms might prove applicable to adaptive compilation beyond just determining blocking sizes.
Conclusion
Our investigation of adaptive compilation using the MIP-Spro compiler shows the potential benefits of adaptively tuning parameters. Experiments revealed that adaptively selecting the appropriate blocking size for the DGEMM kernel provides performance near the level of the ATLAS system. In comparison, the performance of the standard compiler drops off considerably for larger array sizes. A good blocking size can also be found quickly by intelligently exploring only a small portion of the search space once for each array size.
The MIPSpro compiler, however, is not sufficient to make adaptive compilation a generally applicable technique. Many heuristic decisions are made during optimization, but these decisions cannot be affected by the parameters of current compilers. The success of adaptive compilation on a wide range of applications will require the design of compilers that expose a carefully selected set of parameters that can significantly alter performance in different ways.
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NOTES
1 In our experiments, adjusting other parameters to the MIP-Spro compiler had no consistent, measurable improvement on DGEMM, beyond the obvious ones, such as -g versus -o3.
